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Dr. Her deep knowledge of the challenges they face puts her tips in a course of its own. As a
parent of a child identified as having learning disabilities, she actually is acutely aware of the
difficulties facing various other parents like her, and she's devoted much of her time to helping
these family members. In her clinic, parents discuss all areas of their child's condition, assured
in the knowledge that they are not only talking to a specialist but to a mother or father who
has lived their experience. Her willingness to share her knowledge has resulted in her
contributing to many publications, in addition to presenting at several seminars and
conferences on the subjects of learning disabilities and digestion disorders. Her publication
Gut and Psychology Syndrome captures her experience and knowledge, incorporating her
latest function. She believes that the link between learning disabilities, the food and drink that
people take, and the health of our digestive system is absolute, and the results of her work
have supported her placement on this subject. She realized that nourishment played a crucial
role in helping children and adults to overcome their disabilities, and provides pioneered the
usage of probiotics in this field. Natasha Campbell-McBride setup The Cambridge Nutrition
Clinic in 1998.
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Curing my CFS/adrenal fatigue WOW. I'd be content if GAPS prevents my stress from
obtaining worse, but truly I'd love to start to see the panic eliminated permanently. Others
have reviewed the book's content, plus they do it greater than I possibly could. So, instead, I'll
verify the healing power of the diet. I have no idea what percentage of CFS is usually caused
by gut dysbiosis, but I understand that mine was. The gaps protocol is quite time consuming
and requires a major lifestyle change from the typical American diet nonetheless it is so
worthwhile if you desire your children to become well. I heard of the GAPS diet plan through a
health blog, I've heard about it before but didn't want to research just one more program. I
ultimately understood my adrenal glands had been shot.I am grateful because of this book
and I'll continue to report my progress as I am planing to create this a permanent way of life
for at least another 12 months. Ha.I researched and researched, pouring over everything I
possibly could read on the web. I got a Candida disease (resulting from allopathic drugs) that
never went away. I'd literally feel poisoned, especially after eating. My disease fighting
capability was chaos.) The little things which used to require therefore much effort are back to
being truly a routine part of my life, i. This reserve showed me the mistake of my ways. Now
it's literally every 28-29 times.) I was dropping apart and despite over eight different doctors
(neurologist, hematologist, countless times to general practitioner, many naturapathic docs)
and thousands of dollars later on I still didn't understand why I was feeling this way. I
experienced regular congestion and back-to-back again sinus infections.UPDATE 3/1/13: I am
on GAPS for more than a year now, with no deviation. Natasha says that for most GAPS folks,
the dietary plan alone is enough. I kept getting weaker and more exhausted by the day. For a
few months, I didn't leave the house. For the record, I'm 32 years old. (Mind-blowing, isn't it?)
After almost a year of research and learning from your errors, I discovered the adrenal
problems were an indicator of a much bigger problem - serious leaky gut and gut dysbiosis.
Also, going back three months my monthly routine has been that (cyclical). but, because I was
so toxic, there was really little I possibly could do. I have been preparing to study biochemistry
in grad college. I started a "candida diet" and eliminated all refined sugars and various other
processed food in general.' In blind faith, I had recognized what the medical establishment
tells us. That was fine, before medical establishment failed me.Because I'm having such rapid
success on the intro stage, I intend to stay with it for a couple months..repeatedly. Happily,
though I am in a position to report a significant improvement in my mental well-being. Just as
much as this illness offers consumed me, it certainly was a genuine wake-up contact. A
blessing in disguise.THEREFORE I researched. Boy, did I study. I took supplement/mineral
supplements. I got my detox pathways ready to go again, according to Dr. Myhill's methylation
protocol. Not going to overcome excited quite yet. Six months ago I was at a 35 to 50 (simply
for reference. What I (and my fella) are most excited about is I actually get to celebrate the
vacations this year! Actually, I craved it. Stuff improved somewhat, but my standard of living
was still abysmal.Finally, some time ago I happened upon some website extolling the GAPS
diet. I investigated it but figured I was already eating a clean (mostly) paleo diet, therefore i
didn't have to buy this reserve. I didn't think it was that different from what I was already doing.
When I had to stay home on Christmas time because I felt therefore toxic and crummy, I
decided to choose the book.So, sure I had already eliminated processed food items and
gluten. The brain fog is much less significant plus some stretches of times it doesn't can be
found at all, my thinking is a lot clearer also! I still ate lovely potatoes and oats. :)Revise
11/13/13: A whole lot of healing occurred this year. I experienced severe chemical and mold
sensitivities and started to develop hives. These exact things are great for a healthy gut. But



my gut was a comprehensive wreck and needed particular help. My children had various
medical issues including chronic hives, PANS, asthma, and IBS.I started following a GAPS diet
intro on January 1st of the year. The first fourteen days were brutal. I have been toxic for so
long that I was used to feeling lousy, however the die-off this diet created was intense. In the
reserve, she stresses the importance of managing die-off; Before my knowledge, I'd have
already been skeptical too. The diet alone, also without the introduction of probiotics,
sauerkraut, and kefir was enough to produce rapid die-off.After that early last week, it was just
like the fog broke. I announced to my shocked boyfriend that I needed to go for a walk in the
recreation area like we used to do. Steadily, I started having more energy. We did. Was
cautiously optimistic after attempting so a lot of things prior Like with most info you find on the
internet, promising this and that, I was careful not to set myself up for disappointment, again!
There has been no improvement on the mental stuff however; I can't tension how utterly
amazing this is. I prayed that GAPS would help me. It was my final resort. However, I hardly
ever expected it to work this quickly. Skin offers improved and I'm getting carded again when I
enter a bar with friends.I'm nowhere near fully recovered.At this writing Personally i think
about 65 to 70%. I still experience die-off, but it can be nowhere near what it once was. True, I
take additional supplements. Nevertheless, since starting GAPS I've stopped taking nearly all
my supplements, simply because I no more need them. At long last, my diet is providing the
nutrients my own body has been needing all along for repair (particularly cholesterol and
saturated fats, which are unfortunately demonized in our culture). I probably appear to be a
crazy person because I'm so, so excited about this book which diet plan; If yours is, this is,
without a question, the diet to check out.Over a year . 5 ago, I became ill. but if you're ill like I
was, you understand all too well what it's like to reside in a chronically ill body.. Some
individuals fly through it in just a matter of days before starting complete GAPS. No cheating
whatsoever. you move at your own personal pace and let your body be the guide.I'm also
curious to see how this diet helps me with the mental health issues I've contended with since
childhood (namely matches of debilitating stress, ocd, and depression which have become
increasingly serious in the last couple of years). I had tried several SSRI's during the last ten
years until a fresh doctor place me on Adderall (which is nothing more than an assortment of
amphetamine salts and is very, very hard on the adrenals) after diagnosing me with ADHD.
The SSRI's hardly ever worked. This reserve is outstanding. At this point I've no expectations. In
the end, I've resided with the stress and anxiety for 30 years. But if anything might help, I firmly
believe it'll be this diet.This book saved me. Reading success tales of people dealing with CFS
is usually what got me through the worst moments. Anxiety amounts have dropped
substantially and I don't possess that constant "on advantage wired and tired" feeling. I want
you all of the best of health.UPDATE 4/10/12: Springtime has sprung here. I no longer seem to
be suffering from pollen, which in prior years gave me awful allergies and sinus infections. In
fact, I have not had a sinus disease in months. The arthritis symptoms are completely gone.
I've lost 15 pounds and walk one hour or more just about daily in addition to my chores
throughout the house.If the preceding paragraph appears like hyperbole to you, I can't say I
blame you. Missing pages 233-264 in the Revised and Expanded Edition, Seventeenth reprint
from August 2017. I began developing arthritis in my own knees and fingertips. I now get a
30-45 minute walk nearly every day. actually, the die-off seems to be temporarily making it
much worse. My body was in horrible shape. That is the nice thing concerning this diet; I hope
to record continued positive news! These things is just so nutrient-dense that I don't ever think
about eating any old thing else. I had a wide variety of symptoms and they were consistently



getting more serious. So, that's pretty cool. It also contains very little that's useful to me. But
I'm still light-years before where I was two years ago. Still taking walks, doing chores, knitting,
able to function like a individual. consumed a great deal of grass-fed grass-finished
homemade beef bone broth created from meat and marrow bones (4+ hrs high in instant pot)
with nothing at all in it but carrots, a tiny bit of organic ACV, salt, and pepper. Apparently, these
exact things are all common for Candida overgrowth. I'm not surprised that I haven't
experienced even more physical improvement. My Candida infection was/is quite serious,
and I've usually anticipated that it would take several years to recover. I quit on allopathic
medication and knew it would be my responsibility to heal myself. My depressive episodes
started to lift just a few months into GAPS, and today they are all but gone.) My melancholy is
only very subtly noticeable during the afternoon and some times it's a non concern. It took in
regards to a year, however they are about 85% gone, at this point. I can't let you know how
great it feels to involve some relief from this torment for the very first time in over ten years
(the majority of my adult existence).It should be obvious, but in case it's not, this protocol is not
(nor does it claim to end up being) a quick-fix. I've acquired gut dysbiosis (and several, many
rounds of antibiotics) since birth. It takes quite a long time to undo decades' worthy of of
damage. The diet is only the bottom, although Dr. I'm not a dramatic person by nature, but I
assure you, some times I wasn't sure just how much sicker you can get before the body just
quit altogether. In my own case, after the disease is gone, I will still have to detox, fix my
adrenals completely, obtain my metabolic hormones back in order, and perhaps chelate. I
have no delusions about how long this is going to take.Thanks a lot to everyone who have
commented or contacted me over the past year; it's been wonderful swapping tales and
information. But when I feel good, I feel really good and it stays with my longer. Here's to
continuing healing! I still ate a whole lot of fiber. A whole lot. I right now walk 4-5 kilometers
almost everyday. I feel as if a couple of toxins were instantly released and are flowing around
in my own body. I am still quite toxic but is now able to tolerate an infrared sauna, which is
great for detox, every other time. (My adrenals were too weak, and I was therefore toxic my
body could not handle it before. I had zero energy.e. Maybe I had the right days here and
there but I was on a reliable decline with my health. Feeling more motivated about doing
items and am beginning to do points I used to enjoy. Occasionally, I feel better still than I
remembered. There are still periods every few weeks of exhaustion and die-off, where my IBS
symptoms take action up, anxiety and brain fog skyrocket, and I feel rough. I missed from
them the past two years, so I'm creating for that. I have been a vegetarian for 16 years, but I
was so sick I had no difficulty adjusting to eating meat again. But I haven't acquired one panic
attack! I thought maybe I was not doing the Dr. I have read most of the other testimonials right
here, and I am so happy about and shifted by how much the dietary plan is helping people
with chronic, so-called "untreatable" circumstances. Finally a diagnoses! I experienced zero
repercussions from it, whereas before GAPS it would have taken me days to recover.When I
was 28, I started developing strange symptoms of regular anxiety and an over-all feeling of
being unwell. I made so many excuses as to the reasons I was feeling this way:
weather/change of environment, allergies, not getting enough rest, stress etc., regardless of
what I tried to accomplish about it, it could just not disappear completely! doing my hair,
wearing make-up, etc. A year later, things began to get really bad, I had constant brain fog,
digestive issues and nervousness that landed me in the ER, twice (nothing they could do!
Some days it was so very bad it avoided me from knitting/crocheting, two of the best
pasttimes.The following couple of years I was in a sad and desperate state. Ugh feel just like



hell. And I utilized to literally be dependent on sugar. Heart palpitations, insomnia, constant
fear and startled easily, concern with the future, tightness in the throat (it would feel as if I was
choking sometimes, unable to workout, pale, crimson eyes and fatigue around the eye
sockets, severe allergies, off and on constipation, nightmares, hypoglycemia, brain fog, skin
issues ( I looked really older) the list continues on. Ok It had been just ok this diet works. It had
been difficult and annoying trying to get around and weed through all of the bologna, I didn't
know where to start since I had a wide variety of things going on. In early 2012 I began the Dr.
Lam protocol for Adrenal exhaustion. I was sure this is it since so lots of the symptoms he
illustrated in his videos was just what was heading on with me. Anxiety and depressive
disorder returned with a vengeance, as do fatigue and different other symptoms. In the
beginning of 2013, like a light switch, things began going down hill again. His protocol worked
for a season and things were slowly (and I really do mean slowly) needs to get better,
stomach problems were gone, rest and heart problems were somewhat better but I still
experienced something on a more deeply level was causing this. It seems like its been a two
step of progress one step back progress.Once again I actually became desperate and only. I
couldn't go to the doctors because I understood they might say the same factors, by this time
around they just believed I was crazy and a hypochondriac anyway and I refused to be on anti-
depression and anxiety pills (I've noticed what they do to other people I know.) I lost
connection with all my close friends since I couldn't do anything with them, I was as well
fragile and depressed for no cause. Made homemade fermented foods and ate smaller
amounts regularly, softly cooked organic local veggies, didn't eat out, etc. Plenty of GAPS
baking etc. Healed PANS THis book changed my family's existence. How could all of this be
happening to a once healthy and alive 28 12 months old!!In October of 2013 I finally made a
decision to take a parasite test from a lab here in Scottsdale that specialises in parasites. But
ultimately I'm propelled up once again, very strange.I started to do some more research and
try alternatives to getting rid of candida. The results still left me both scared and relieved, high
amounts of Candida were within my stool! The statement stated that the candida amounts
were high enough to cause medical issues and somehow in addition they knew that these
stuff had been multiplying in my gut. My thoughts are with everyone, and I wish to wish
everyone content holidays! But still, I was not completely convinced that this was the issue, it
was hard to since therefore many things I attempted before experienced failed me. Before I
became ill, I thought chronic illnesses and autoimmune diseases could simply be 'managed. I
did so this for the following two months with some positive results but nothing ground
breaking yet (with the exception of losing 30pounds within an extremely short timeframe.)
Improvement but I was still dealing with horrible anxiousness and afteroon unhappiness. I took
the test anyway and fourteen days later got the outcomes back from my doc. People have
reported having Candida issues for years and they were still unable to eliminate it. This
remaining me a little bit dismayed, why was it therefore diffiult to get rid of? So sick I was
struggling to get out of bed. But something informed my I should contemplate it. I started
reading about any of it and it did make sense, therefore i started the gaps diet in February of
2013 and began removed all grains and sugars. I began producing my own beef and chicken
broths and stews and ate them frequently. I eat vegetables "swimming" in good fat and get
plenty of sun. After 90 days I'm happy to report that i've noticed the most improvement in my
own health than anything else I've tried! Over the past couple of months I've still experienced
poor weeks, like something is trying to function itself out of my own body. I'm very grateful to
you all. I was going backwards once again and I sensed panicked on a regular basis which



made functioning my regular job extremely difficult some days. I'll stick with the dietary plan
and hopefully everything clears. I'm also happy to report that I can work-out once again and
feel good afterward, this is something I was not able to do for days gone by four years. But
general a upward progress! Starting intro GAPS. I followed her information for supporting
mitochondrial wellness. I've still got toxins circulating. I started eating meat. The best
improvement by far, nevertheless, has been with my anxiety and panic attacks. I am hoping
my story does the same, and I'll update once again in a couple of months as I improvement
along my GAPS journey. But I still ate cheese everyday. Dumb book I bought this book for
information on how to use herbal antibiotics, and there's nothing in it in that subject., all of
which required a lot of self-control and I thought for sure I'd see results. Large and fatigued
feeling around my eyes is almost completely gone. Truth be told, I'm still stunned. A whole lot
of other changes for the better, too many to list within fact. THEREFORE I quit my job and
college and took time off, expecting to recuperate within a few months. I can honestly say I
don't miss any of the "normal" meals that I utilized to eat. I desire everyone well.(Upgrade June
3, 2014)Hit a significant wall, feeling some major anxiety and brain fog. I am doing this much
more than I've in the last few years. Stomach issues have back, constipation specifically and
gas. When I believed things were consistently getting better, they would suddenly worsen.
Other times it has been three steps ahead then three steps back again. Other than that, I think
this book is very helpful if you are at a spot in your health administration or that of your loved
ones to consider causeing this to be very intensive healing protocol function in your lives. I've
very happy with the results up to now but I also have to acknowledge that I'm not
100%.(UPDATE August 16, 2014)Past couple of weeks I've been feeling significantly better.
Human brain fog and stress and anxiety have began to clear up, don't possess that constant
on edge feeling. Energy has improved significantly and I am able to work-out once again! I
feel similar to my old self than I have in a long, very long time. Feeling even more optimistic
about life generally and not as depressed (for no cause) anymore. In a position to concentrate
at the job and efficiency is up. Quite amazing how things have suddenly began to improve.
Going to continue to be cautiously optimistic but significant improvement. It has been a two
step of progress one step back progression and at times one step of progress four steps back.
I had heard about things like Candida before but didn't believe something in my gut would be
the cause of all of this misery, besides my belly issues were not even an issue anymore, I'd
have the occasional constipation, but thats it. I'm still on the fifth stage of GAPS protocol and I
am taking liver clearing products, they have been helping a-lot. In case you have anyone that
you know with Add more, ADHD, Autism, or any physical ailment that the best diets have not
really been able to help, try this. I'm hoping for continued progress, will keep you up to date.
Lam program properly therefore i began pumping on on supplements that he offered and
taking each one of these natural pills, irrespective it just wasn't working. Moreover, this book
showed me what I WASN'T consuming that I would have to be eating: plenty of bone broth
and marrow, organ meats, and lots of ferments, amongst other activities. We have been
carrying out gaps for 2.5 years now, and my children are off all prescription meds and medical
issues are all resolved. I know it sounds too great to be true nonetheless it isn't. Super sick.
Decent but GAPS is not a cure-all. Get yourself a stool test first This is a good book with some
interesting information regarding mental and autoimmune health issues and vaccines that I
hadn't heard phrased rationally before. Simply don't anticipate GAPS to be a cure-all. So far as
technical specs go, it's tiny difficult read, because the spacing is really tight, font is little, and
formatting is definitely sparse and minimal (and not in a good way).As for GAPS itself, I did low-



FODMAP modified GAPS like the reintroduction diet strictly for 3+ weeks; I'm experiencing new
die-off symptoms (caused by breaking up biofilm in my own gut with probiotics and systemic
enzymes, I really believe) like visual disturbances, rosacea and additional rashes, adrenaline
rushes, numbness/tingling/burning in my own extremities. I would get back from work crash
on the bed and simply lye there. Energy levels are way up! I QUICKLY got to the supplements
section and it is missing! All-in-all I would say get a stool test 1st to determine more in what
you are coping with health-wise before you sink all of the effort into this challenging diet.
Missing Supplements Section - Seventeenth reprint from August 2017. I think this book is
wonderful and readable and very digestible (ha ha). Nope, took excrement test at the end of
the 3 months and was told I got liver/gallbladder issues and likely hydrogen sulfide SIBO,
after being on GAPS for three months. I am trying to figure out ways to get that portion of the
publication legally, without copying web pages from a borrowed library book. In the 20 years
I've been menstruating, I've NEVER once experienced a regular cycle. I borrowed the same
book from the library which is normally complete, and may be the Seventh reprint from
August 2012. Therefore there you have it! I'll contact the publisher, maybe. But is normally a
shame because I've highlighted so many web pages and written notes correct in my version
that I don't wish to transfer it to a new reserve. Still taking probiotics and eating fermented
foods., The worst part had not been knowing that which was causing all of this, therefore i
began searching the internet for solutions. I actually am a Holistic Health Consultant and also
have seen miracles with this diet. It is difficult to start, however, not as difficult to keep. I've
been feeling the very best I have in years, bottom line. It is best to also obtain the GAPS Guide
to greatly help get you started. Good As expected The definitive book on GAPS I am aware the
philosophy and believe there is a good possibility this technique will help me, but her book is
like trying to read a dictionary. That said, I understand it has helped a lot of people. Total crap I
managed to get two pages into the first chapter and put the book down, once and for all, as
soon as I found Dr. Andrew Wakefield's name. Great source of information! It is very
informative,as well as providing recipes to help make the diet more enjoyable. Hypoglycemia
has decreased a lot also, not constantly starving for sugar and food in general. Concerning my
progress - actually, I'm not much more powerful than I was half a year ago. You might enjoy it,
but I sure didn't.
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